NETC Learning Resource Center
Your All-Hazards Information Portal

Connecting first responder leaders to first responder knowledge since 1978.

- Comprehensive all-hazards collections - all formats including article level indexing
- Online catalog available to students, first responders, public 24/7
- Nearly 17,000 downloadable reports, articles, books and papers
- Training bulletins, GovDelivery email, RSS, USFA Twitter, USFA Blog

FEMA
LRC Collections
Emergency Medical Care - From Discovery to Access

- More than a dozen journals relating to emergency medical care and disaster medicine
- Indexed over 15,000 journal articles, and acquired over 2500 reports and 2000 books on emergency/disaster medicine related subjects
Many serials from the first responder domain are not indexed by major aggregators.

Students often don’t have the tools or the search skills to find authoritative periodical literature thru traditional aggregators.

LRC goal – serve as an index to all-hazards periodical literature.

LRC =. yet another silo of all-hazards information?
Users want immediate access to information and will make do with what is readily available online.

How do we make our users more at ease with the OPAC?

How do we remain relevant to distant users?

Information overload – how can we help our users get the real time info they need when they need it?
NETC Learning Resource Center
Current Awareness Services – From Discovery to Access

- Fire prevention community

- Emergency Management
  - all-hazard incidents from around the country
  - Incidents affecting specific communities
  - Training, exercises or other preparedness activities from around the country
    - http://tinyurl.com/mydagd